Shattered Earth
NATIONS
Time may have passed, but humans asserted themselves once more. Old
nations were gone, but humans still survived, forming new alliances and new
nations across what was left of the world. Most technology was gone, but
knowledge was still there. We rebuilt, over generations the future of the human
race remembered its roots, remembered what it was like to work the land, to
work with our hands, and we regrew civilisation. New nations formed, nations
whose spirituality reigned, as a new religion based upon the Earth itself
formed. Mother Nature had her due attention once again. Other nations dug up
the tech of the old world, and used what they could, adapted what they could
not, and brought power back to the world. But other nations spurned such
advancements, and decided to live more simply, and more traditionally,
drawing from thousands of years of uncovered history.
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Columbia
Before the Blackout, America saw the first catastrophes, but had the scientific
knowledge to know that it was not the end. In the 5 years after San Andreas blew,
before Yellowstone erupted, the East Coast of America was riddled with reinforced
interconnecting tunnels, to house thousands of people, equipment and animals. By
the time the world was covered in Ash, America lived underground. There way of life
survived with a system of Barony’s forming to allow different areas to govern
themselves. When the Sun returned, this system re-established itself on the surface.
Lead by a president, elected every 5 years, the new seat of power is based at
Columbine, situated far within the shelter of the Sea of Hope, where a city has formed,
housing the new parliament, courts and the new centre for the Church.
Christianity survived the Blackout, with devouts preaching the survival of the
Apocalypse, with humanity living through the 4 horsemen of war, famine, pestilence
and death. They believe that the survivors are the new Adam’s and Eve’s of a new
golden age. This religious sect were the ones to rename America to Columbia, as a
newly discovered land after the original explorer of legend from ancient books.
Though not all have this faith, and believe we are on our own; that the Blackout was
proof that no God exists. The two sides are constantly in debate, with power shifting
from one side to the other, dependant on the views of the current President.
Columbia is heavily militarised, with the only surviving planes and vehicles,
communications equipment and knowledge of fuel sources. The military is run by the
General, who only answers to the President.
Current President: President Isabella Karson. 1 year into 5 year term.

Columbian Facts & Rumours
-

-

They have a distrust and disrespect for The Provinces, especially the religious
side of Columbia. The Provinces’ religion offends them, which has caused
friction between the two countries.
They are rumoured to have made a long lost substance called chocolate
They are the reason for the shortage of bullets; due to an explosion at a
warehouse destroying countless pieces of equipment not easily replaced.

Columbian Costume Inspiration
The Columbian nation have for the most part retained what we would know as modern
day western clothing; when they went underground, they took all the 2050 knowledge
with them, which included a lot of current knowhow to make fabric and clothing. The
styles are quite simple; cotton/wool/hemp shirt and trousers, leather jackets, boots.
The religious side of the nation have retained very traditional Christian robes. The
military has modern day military clothing.
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Civilian:

The Sect:

Military:

The Sect:
The religious sect of Columbia, known as the Sect, has an internal hierarchy. The
colour of the robe they wear indicates their rank. Black robe for acolyte, with red trim
for seniority. White robe with red over tunic for disciple. Purple robe for priest with a
black mantle for high priest. There is one high priest per each Columbian town who
does not leave their town apart from for Sect Councils.
The highest belief of The Sect is that demons brought about the Blackout, and that
God battled to bring back the Sun, eventually winning against the demon hoarde
banishing them into Hell.
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Europa
Europa is very feudal, and their way of life goes back to the Blackout, where people
sheltered in castles and manor houses, defending themselves from intruders. When
the Sun returned those who lived in the mansions and castles became a higher class
than those who didn’t. Over time bigger castles claimed dominion over smaller ones
and Kingdoms started to arise, and land borders were established. War continued for
generations across the whole continent, until the then King of Britannia; Edward
Haigh, called all the rulers to a Council, and from there a truce was formed that ended
the needless death, starting the co-operative system that now exists.
It is known as The Europan Nation, but internally it is more a collective of individual
countries, with each country ruled by its own King or Queen; Britannia, Italia,
Germania, Espania and Romania. The laws, trade and taxes are Europa wide, however
a Continental Council is formed from these ruling Monarchies, who meet every 5
years, in mimic of the original Council called by King Haigh. The military is also
Europa wide, and answers to the collective Council, rather than individual Monarchs,
who instead hire private security forces to guard them, their families, and their
holdings.
The society is heavily class based, with Nobles in Luxury, King and Queens holding
court, whilst the lower classes work farms, or work in service to the higher classes.
Current Monarchies:
- Britannia; King Henry Barr
- Italia; Queen Aurora Caesar
- Germania; King Herman Klein
- Espania; Queen Valerie Perez
- Romania; King Nicolai Vasile
Europan Facts & Rumours
-

The Queen of Italia is only 14 years old and has been Queen since she was 7;
since her coronation there has never been a failed harvest.
King Nicolai and Kind Herman do not like each other.
Europa has a strained relationship with New Russia, but a mutually beneficially
trade arrangement with Columbia.

Europan Costume
The Europan dress sense is vast; and characters from this Nation can mostly take any
style they prefer; from traditional/medieval/renaissance clothing found in the mansion
houses during the Blackout and replicated, all the way to modern day clothing either
traded from Columbia, or made locally with more colour and flair. Class will play a
major role in what attire the character wears; the richer and higher class the character
is the more fancy and The military of Europa is an amalgamation of the worlds
technology; if they can trade for it, they will use it. Military characters could come in
in modern garb, with armour of chainmail, or plate, and most things in between.
Higher ranks have access to flack from Columbia.
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Lower Class Civilian:

Higher Class Civilian:

Military Styles:
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New Russia
When the old world ended, Russia was one of the only countries to think sufficiently
ahead and plan for the end to come; building and surviving in a large underground
city until the Sun returned. Upon emerging, they spread south through the ice and
snow to habitable land. There they met Provincial forces and fought for many years
to acquire enough Green-Land to form colonies and establish a nation. Russia now
controls a permanent border with the Provinces, where guerrilla warfare is a constant
in the battle for land, as Russia has too many people for all its nation to live on the
surface. Even now, hundreds of years after the return of the Sun, they still live in a
state of flux between the surface and the underground city.
The society of New Russia evolved in the underground city and established itself on
the surface as well. New Russia is ruled by Tsar, and the society is heavily militarised,
with ranked individuals ruling rather than elected officials, led by the Tsar’s 2nd in
Command; the Grand Marshal.
Everyone has a place in this hierarchy from a young age; every child born, upon
reaching their 10th birthday takes 2 tests; a mental test and a physical test. The scores
of which decide where that child goes within society and becomes a status symbol.
Scoring highly on physical tests puts a child within the military ranks, with the higher
scores gaining higher ranks. Scoring highly on the mental tests become scientists,
medics and engineers, and in more recent years, diplomats. Scoring in the 97% for
both, are sent to the Tsar’s academy for gifted individuals, and become the Tsar’s
elite guard. Lower scores worked the land and served those higher up. Whole families
could rise, or fall, based on these tests.
The inner workings of how New Russia operates beyond this is largely unknown, as
the nation has stayed secretive and distrustful for the most part. What is known
however is that there are more of them than there appears to be. Rumour has it that
the original underground city is now several underground cities, connected via
tunnels to the Green-Land they occupy, as the original is far above the ice line.
Current Tsar: Tsar Alexander Vaughn.

New Russian Facts & Rumours
-

-

There is now a solid stone wall around the whole border of land they occupy,
cutting into the snow and ice for miles before butting up against glaciers far to
the North.
Some say that their original city was built a hundred years before the Blackout,
and they somehow, they knew it was going to happen.
Tunnels are said to extend into other nations, but nobody has ever been able
to prove this.
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New Russian Costume Inspiration
New Russia is a cold country, and as such, warmth when above ground is paramount.
The styles are very militaristic for most citizens in greens, browns, greys and blacks,
apart from those who are part of the Tsar’s family and retinue, who can be more
elaborate, and are the only individuals allowed to wear white or red. Armour is clunky,
bulky and heavy and always made of metal.

Armour:

Clothing:
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Oceania
This nation of 3 distinct countries is ruled by money and wealth, with the belief that
the more you have in this world, the more your spirit is worth. During the Blackout,
the people of the now Ceanish nation survived by banding together; a habit which has
survived the return of the Sun. Nobody can remember how this turned into the system
which is now used, apart from that Magnate Island, where the ruling family lives, was
the most defensible location. Those who live here have always been held in high
esteem, and the taking, and holding of this island required alliances between many
people.
Oceania is now ruled by a Magnate, the head of a ruling family which is elected based
on wealth and influence, who live in the lavish estate on Magnate Island. The lives of
Ceanish people revolve around the accumulation of money, assets and alliances, in
order to higher their chances of being in the running for Magnate. It is the highest of
goals, as if you die as part of a Magnated family, you are awarded the highest honours
in heaven. Family alliances are therefore constantly forged and reformed in a
convoluted power struggle, creating extended family ties through marriage to create
extended family units to grab the top stop. This process has created a nation of
skilled negotiators and diplomats, but also ruthless strategic geniuses who do not
hesitate to do whatever is necessary to increase their alliances.
Every 20 years a Symposium is called to establish the next Magnate family. Guinea,
Phillippine and Malaya will compete amongst themselves to determine which family is
the strongest, and that family alliance will go to Magnate Island to compete with the
current Magnate for the title. Presiding over this process are a group called the
Animists, who are free of all family ties and dedicate their lives to the upkeep of
Magnate Island, and the spiritual competition of the Symposium. They are immune to
harm, for to hurt an Animist is to be declared outcast. To call the Symposium
delegations are send out to gather the wealthiest family from Guinea, Philippine, and
from Malaya via a tally taken of the family alliance. The head of each family is brought
back to Magnate Island, where the tallies are announced and compared to that of the
current Magnate. The highest will become Magnate for the next 20 years. The tally is
made up of family units, land units, assets value, and total alliance members.
Oceania is largely demilitarised; however, families hire private defence forces.

Current Magnate: Magnate Kina of Family Morgan of Malaya

Oceania Facts & Rumours
-

The current Magnate family: Morgan, have been in power for over 50 years.
The Swinwa family, it is rumoured, may overtake them this year.
There was an outbreak of fever in Malaya two months ago; no medicine is
touching it, and people are dying.
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Oceania Costume Inspiration
There is a divide in style between men and women in Oceania. The women are
typically very colourful, flowery and flowy with their clothing. The men prefer blacks
and whites and are more formal in their stance, manner, and dress.
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The Provinces
Currently the biggest nation in the new world, ruled by an Emperor. Due to technology
from before the Blackout, the nations that once encompassed Asia were able to
breathe through the compromised atmosphere much easier than the rest of the world.
Instead of over half their population succumbing to the fumes and dust, those in Asia
were prepared, and created specialised air filtration masks, equipping their people to
survive above ground. During the Blackout, these people did not diminish but thrived,
taking more and more land for their own and spreading out across the continent. But
food sources were not enough to sustain them all, and starvation killed many more
than the atmosphere ever could, as their numbers grew and grew. But the damage
done to the world during the early years of the Blackout, made vast areas of the land
they had taken uninhabitable through inhospitable terrain made impassable by the
ash, and so populations are concentrated at the borders with other lands.
Each of these populations formed settlements where the land was softer, or near to
the coast where farming is easier. Each settlement formed its own Province who is
ruled by a Rishi; a spiritual leader who answers only to the Emperor, a line which is
still unbroken royal line from before the Blackout. The Emperor lives at Ankhor in
Burman Province. The other 5 Provinces are the Turkan to the far East; the Arabian
the Mongolian who both share a border with New Russia; The Chian to the West, and
the Indian along the South Coast.
Each province leaned into its own strengths to overcome the Blackout which
developed their identity. The Chian standardised their people into a united front; the
Mongols saved their horses and bred them along genetic modification to turn them
into huge desert striding beasts; the Arabs relied on their stores of oil to create a
petrotech economy where fuel is king. India however took a darker turn; subjecting
the brunt of the harshness to the lower castes and creating a newer sub-tier of caste
to brave the harsh working conditions to keep the generators and machinery going.
These individuals never see the light of day and some have mutated past what most
would call humanity. India may say they hold the higher spiritual ground and be a
savvy player in the tech world, but ethically they are the lowest with heavy corruption
and family rivalries. The Turkan stretching over what was Turkey and Turkmenistan
focused their efforts on the Caspian Sea; a valuable resource during the Blackout.
This made the Turkan shrewd and wary, as they hold a precious resource that needs
to be safeguarded. The Caspian sea is also landlocked, with several islands within it
that act as Fortresses of Province resources. Due to the landlocked nature of the sea
it’s very difficult to bring a seafaring vessel to it without the Rishi knowing about it.
The islands are boasted to be the safest place in the world as the Turkan are cradled
by the Arabians.
Resources do not last forever however, and due to the deaths from starvation towards
the end of the Blackout, the people of the Provinces started to think their warring
ways were wrong, and that they needed to change to survive. Not long after this shift
in perception, the Sun returned, sparking a new religion based on peace and nature
called the Enlightenment. This belief is based off of the view that the world is not ours
but natures and should be left as wild as possible; that true Nirvana is a state at which
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the world can live without humans to corrupt it. They see their land as a bastion for
the divine, and the vast, impassable, inhospitable wild terrain of the Provinces interior
is protected fiercely, and steadily grown as the land heals.
The only difference in this opinion, is of those from the very far eastern edge of the
Provinces, where the amalgamation of Singapore, Japan, Korea and Thailand
bolstered tech productivity. This area has remained partially isolated and somewhat
xenophobic, though they remain at the bleeding edge of technology and occasionally
leak hyper specialised tech into the world from the elusive Kusanagi company. This
area believes that technology is the tool to harness Enlightenment, to let nature be
nature and leave it behind to live in a world of technology.

Current Emperor: Emperor Aki Khan
•
•
•
•
•

Turkan Rishi - Rovach Berdimuhamedov
India Rishi - Pradash Raj Bhadav
Arabian Rishi - Ahmed al Fahdan
Chian Rishi - Gar Yan Wei
Mongol Rishi - Toreg of the Hard Stone

Provincial Facts & Rumours
-

Despite being the same nation, there are rivalries between Provinces. The most
noted of which is between the border towns of Mongolia and Chia.
The rumour is that the Arabian Rishi will not live out the year.
The youngest daughter of the Emperor is said to be the best one to take over
the throne.

Provincial Costume Inspiration
This is split into 5 styles, with varying degrees of regality.
Arabian - Desert, nomad; flowing robes. Hot sandy wasteland attire

Chian - Chinese wushu, or standard issue attire for men and women. Almost
militaristic, apart from the wealthier ladies.

Indian - Headscarves, bright colours, lots of flamboyance.
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Mongol – Fur. Wool, Silk and wide belts. Spends a lot of time on horseback.
Segmented clothing.

Turkan – Similar in style to the Arabian, but uses a lot more colour and flair, and little
shape.
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